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Neighbourhood Precincts

PRECINCT 1

CENTRAL RESIDENTIAL PRECINCT

The boundaries

The central residential precinct is located to the south east of the shops and is bounded
by the Dickson stormwater drain (a tributary of Sullivans Creek) to the north, Hawdon Street
to the east, Majura Avenue to the south and Cowper Street to the west.  These physical
boundaries enclose an area that has common, easily defined physical characteristics and
attributes.

Existing character

This precinct contains 12 sections (blocks of land surrounded by roads) and contains both
Residential Core and Suburban areas (as per Variation to the Territory Plan No. 200). The
location of this precinct is very accessible to a variety of recreation, community and retail
facilities.

The predominant building types in this precinct are currently single storey detached houses
with a good proportion of duplex houses (semi-detached).  Only a small number of
apartment dwellings exist to the east of Section 26 (which is located on Dumaresq Street).  

The street pattern follows an almost concentric pattern with the Emmaus Christian School
located near the centre.  Generally, the streets have a continuous planting of street trees
and commonly provide pedestrian pathways. Some streets (eg Marsden and Dumaresq
Streets) have particularly attractive mature street trees that give the impression to motorists
and pedestrians of a spectacular leafy, green tunnel during the warmer months and a
magnificent display in Autumn.  The trees’ maturity and their placement in generous verges
(nature strips) and the presence of large front gardens give an overall impression of a wide
streetscape.  These qualities are among those highly valued by the community. The
attached Character Study drawings provide information on movement, streetscape and
environment and indicate patterns and elements that contributes to the character of the
Central Precinct.  This character study together with the existing character analysis
contained in Part 1 of the Document shall be accounted for when considering
redevelopment in this precinct.
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